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Abstract
Let A be a semisimple and regular commutative Banach algebra with structure space (A). Continuing
our investigation in [E. Kaniuth, Weak spectral synthesis in commutative Banach algebras, J. Funct. Anal.
254 (2008) 987–1002], we establish various results on intersections and unions of weak spectral sets and
weak Ditkin sets in (A). As an important example, the algebra of n-times continuously differentiable
functions is studied in detail. In addition, we prove a theorem on spectral synthesis for projective tensor
products of commutative Banach algebras which applies to Fourier algebras of locally compact groups.
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0. Introduction
Let A be a regular and semisimple commutative Banach algebra with structure space (A)
and Gelfand transform a → â. For any subset M of A, the hull h(M) of M is defined by h(M) =
{ϕ ∈ (A): ϕ(M) = {0}}. Associated to each closed subset E of (A) are two distinguished
ideals with hull equal to E, namely
k(E) = {a ∈ A: â(ϕ) = 0 for all ϕ ∈ E}
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j (E) = {a ∈ A: â has compact support disjoint from E}.
Then k(E) is the largest ideal with hull E and j (E) is the smallest such ideal. The set E is called
a weak spectral set (respectively, a weak Ditkin set) if there exists n ∈ N such that an ∈ j (E)
(respectively, an ∈ anj (E)) for every a ∈ k(E). The smallest such number n is denoted ξ(E)
(respectively, η(E)). Thus ξ(E) = 1 (η(E) = 1) if and only if E is a set of synthesis (a Ditkin
set). We say that weak spectral synthesis holds for A if ξ(E) < ∞ for every closed subset E
of (A).
Weak spectral sets were introduced and studied by Warner [24] in connection with the union
problem for sets of synthesis. However, they appeared implicitly earlier in the work of Varopou-
los [21,22]. Subsequently, weak spectral sets and the weak synthesis problem gained considerable
attention [15,25,13,8], the more so because there are several Banach algebras for which weak
synthesis holds, whereas spectral synthesis fails (see the examples given in [8, Section 1]).
In the present paper we continue our investigation [8] of weak spectral sets and weak Ditkin
sets. The setting is that of a general regular and semisimple commutative Banach algebra A
rather than just the Fourier algebra of a locally compact abelian group as in several other papers
on the subject. Given closed subsets E and F of (A), the main emphasis is on relating the weak
spectral set and the weak Ditkin set properties of E, F , E ∩F and E ∪F and the corresponding
values of ξ and η (Theorems 2.1, 2.4, 2.7 and 2.8). We also obtain results on infinite unions
(Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 2.11).
One of the most interesting examples of a commutative Banach algebra for which spectral
synthesis fails, but weak spectral synthesis holds, is Cn[0,1], the algebra of n-times continuously
differentiable functions on the interval [0,1]. It turns out that for each closed subset E of [0,1] =
(Cn[0,1]), ξ(E) = η(E) and either ξ(E) = 1 or ξ(E) = n+ 1. We characterize the sets E for
which ξ(E) attains either of the two values (Theorem 3.1).
Finally, in Section 4 we study the projective tensor product A⊗̂B of two commutative Banach
algebras A and B . Under the hypothesis that (A) is discrete and both A and B satisfy the weak
Ditkin condition at infinity, we prove in Theorem 4.3 that if E ⊆ (A) and if F ⊆ (B) is a
weak spectral set for B , then E × F ⊆ (A ⊗̂B) is a weak spectral set for A ⊗̂B , and we give
upper and lower estimates for ξ(E × F). This result applies to A(G) ⊗̂ A, where A(G) is the
Fourier algebra of a locally compact group G, and it yields a criterion for when weak spectral
synthesis holds for A(G) ⊗̂ A (Theorem 4.4), thereby extending the corresponding result for
L1(G,A) = L1(G) ⊗̂A, where G is a locally compact abelian group.
1. Preliminaries and some basic lemmas
Let A be a semisimple and regular commutative Banach algebra. Originally, in [24] a closed
subset E of (A) was defined to be a weak spectral set if every element of the quotient algebra
k(E)/j (E) is nilpotent. However, as shown in [24, Theorem 1.2] and [3, footnote 7, p. 885],
then there exists n ∈ N such that an ∈ j (E) for all a ∈ k(E). One of the important features of
the class of weak spectral sets is that it is closed under the formation of finite unions. Actually,
for any two weak spectral sets E1 and E2, ξ(E1 ∪E2) ξ(E1)+ ξ(E2) [24, Theorem 2.2] (see
[14, Corollary 3.11] for a different approach). A closed countable union⋃∞i=1 Ei of weak Ditkin
sets is a weak Ditkin set provided the values η(Ei) are bounded and A satisfies the weak Ditkin
condition at infinity, that is, η(∅) < ∞ [8, Proposition 1.5].
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which we briefly recall for the readers convenience. Let I be a closed ideal in A. An element
a ∈ A is said to belong locally to I at ϕ ∈ (A) (at infinity) if there exist a neighbourhood V
of ϕ in (A) (a compact subset K of (A)) and an element b of I such that â(ψ) = b̂(ψ) for
all ψ ∈ V (ψ ∈ (A) \K). If a belongs locally to I at every point of (A) and at infinity, then
a ∈ I . We shall denote by (a, I) the set of all ϕ ∈ (A) such that a does not belong locally to
I at ϕ. As general references to spectral synthesis we mention [4,9,17,18].
Concerning notation, we make the following convention. If E ⊆ (A) is a singleton, say {ϕ},
we write k(ϕ) and j (ϕ) in place of k({ϕ}) and j ({ϕ}), respectively. Moreover, for a closed subset
E of (A), E◦ will denote the interior of E and ∂(E) the boundary of E in (A). For an ideal
I of A and n ∈ N, In means the ideal of A generated by all products x1x2 . . . xn, xj ∈ I .
We start with two lemmas, the second one of which is well known for sets of synthesis and
Ditkin sets.
Lemma 1.1. Let E be a closed subset of (A) and suppose that ξ(h(a))  r for all a ∈ k(E).
Then η(E)  r . In particular, if ξ(E)  r for all closed subsets E of (A), then η(E)  r for
all closed subsets E of (A).
Proof. If a ∈ k(E), then ar ∈ j (h(a)) by hypothesis. Since h(arj (E)) = h(a) and j (h(a)) is
the smallest ideal in A with hull equal to h(a), it follows that j (h(a)) ⊆ arj (E) and hence
ar ∈ arj (E). 
Clearly, ξ(E)  η(E) for each closed subset E of (A). However, as the example of the
Mirkil algebra (see Remark 2.12) shows, it can happen that ξ(E) < η(E).
Lemma 1.2. Let E be a closed subset of (A) and let D be a weak Ditkin set such that ∂(E) ⊆
D ⊆ E. Then E is a weak spectral set and ξ(E) η(D).
Proof. Let n = η(D) and a ∈ k(E) ⊆ k(D). Given  > 0, there exists u ∈ j (D) such that
‖an − anu‖ . Then anu belongs locally to j (E) at infinity and at each point of
(
(A) \ h(I))∪E◦ ∪ ∂(E) = (A).
The local membership principle shows that anu ∈ j (E). Since  > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that
an ∈ j (E), as required. 
The next lemmas, which will be used in Section 2, generalize [23, Lemma 3′].
Lemma 1.3. Let E1 and E2 be closed subsets of (A) and let E = E1 ∪E2. Suppose that there
exists a weak Ditkin set D such that
∂(E1)∩ ∂(E2)∩ ∂(E) ⊆ D ⊆ E.
Let I be a closed ideal of A with h(I) = E and let Ii = I + j (Ei), i = 1,2. Then (I1 ∩ I2)η(D) =
Iη(D).
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Let n = η(D) and a ∈ I1 ∩ I2. It suffices to show that given any  > 0, there exists v ∈ A such
that anv ∈ In and ‖an − anv‖ . Note first that, for i = 1,2,
h(Ii) = h(I)∩ h
(
j (Ei)
)= Ei,
and therefore a ∈ k(E1) ∩ k(E2) ⊆ k(D). By hypothesis, there exists v ∈ j (D) such that
‖an − anv‖ /2.
Since j (D) is the smallest closed ideal with hull equal to D and h(j (D)n) = h(j (D)) = D,
there exist u1, . . . , um ∈ j (D) such that∥∥∥∥∥v −
m∑
k=1
unk
∥∥∥∥∥ 2‖an‖ .
Then ∥∥∥∥∥an − an ·
m∑
k=1
unk
∥∥∥∥∥ ∥∥an − anv∥∥+ ∥∥an∥∥ ·
∥∥∥∥∥v −
m∑
k=1
unk
∥∥∥∥∥ ,
and it therefore suffices to show that each auk belongs to I . Let u be anyone of the uk .
Since A is semisimple and regular and û has compact support, by the local membership princi-
ple it suffices to show that au belongs locally to I at every ϕ ∈ (A). Fix an open neighbourhood
U of D such that û = 0 on U . Then (au, I ) ⊆ (A) \U and, since a ∈ k(E) and E = h(I),
(au, I ) ⊆ ∂(E)∩ ∂(h(au))⊆ ∂(E)∩ supp âu
(see [9, Proposition 5.1.15]). So (au, I ) is contained in the compact set
C = ∂(E)∩ supp âu ∩ ((A) \U).
We have C ∩ E1 ∩ E2 = ∅. Indeed, if ϕ ∈ C ∩ E1 ∩ E2, then ϕ ∈ E◦k ⊆ E◦ for k = 1 or
k = 2, which contradicts ϕ ∈ ∂(E). Choose a compact neighbourhood V of C ∩ E1 such that
V ∩E2 = ∅. Since V is compact and h(j (E2))∩V = ∅, by normality of A there exists x ∈ j (E2)
so that x̂(ψ) = 1 for all ψ ∈ V . Next, since au ∈ I1 = I + j (E1), for every δ > 0 there exist
yδ ∈ I and zδ ∈ j (E1) such that ∥∥au − (yδ + zδ)∥∥ δ‖x‖ .
It follows that ‖xau − x(yδ + zδ)‖  as well as xyδ ∈ I and
xzδ ∈ j (E1)∩ j (E2) = j (E) ⊆ I.
Since I is closed and δ > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that xau ∈ I . Finally, since x̂ is identically
one on V , it follows that au belongs locally to I at every point of C ∩E1.
In exactly the same way it is shown that au belongs locally to I at points of C ∩ E2. This
completes the proof. 
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uniquely determined by the condition that (I1 ∩ I2)η(D) = Iη(D) and h(Ik) = Ek , k = 1,2.
Lemma 1.4. Let E1 and E2 be closed subsets of (A) and let I , J1 and J2 be closed ideals of
A such that h(I) = E1 ∪E2 and h(Jk) = Ek , k = 1,2.
(i) Suppose that there exists a weak Ditkin set D1 such that
∂(E1)∩E2 ⊆ D1 ⊆ E1 and (J1 ∩ J2)η(D1) = Iη(D1).
Then Jn1 = In + j (E1) for every n η(D1).
(ii) Suppose that there exists a weak Ditkin set D2 such that
E1 ∩ ∂(E2) ⊆ D2 ⊆ E2 and (J1 ∩ J2)η(D2) = Iη(D2).
Then Jn2 = In + j (E2) for every n η(D2).
Proof. As in Lemma 1.3, let Ik = I + j (Ek), k = 1,2, and set nk = η(Dk). Then, since j (Ek)
is the smallest ideal with hull equal to Ek , for n nk ,
Ink = I + j (Ek)n = In + j (Ek) ⊆ Jnk + j (Ek) = Jnk ,
k = 1,2. It remains to show the reverse inclusion in cases (i) and (ii). We prove (i), the proof of
(ii) being similar.
Let n  n1. It suffices to show that given a ∈ J1 and  > 0, there exists u ∈ A such that
anu ∈ In1 and ‖an − anu‖ < . Since a ∈ k(E1) ⊆ k(D1), there exists u ∈ j (D1) such that
‖an − anu‖ < . Since j (D1) = j (D1)n, we can assume that u is of the form u =∑ml=1 vnl ,
where vl ∈ j (D1). Thus it is enough to prove that anvnl ∈ In1 .
We show that anvn ∈ In1 for every v ∈ j (D1). Let
C = E1 ∩ supp âv = E1 ∩ supp ânvn.
Then C is compact and C ∩ (∂(E1) ∩ E2) = ∅ since v ∈ j (∂(E1) ∩ E2). Moreover, A being
normal, there exists w ∈ j (∂(E1)∩E2) such that ŵ = 1 in a neighbourhood of C. We claim that
x = anvn − anvnwn ∈ In1 .
Now, x belongs locally to In1 at infinity since v̂ has compact support, at every point of C since
x̂ vanishes in a neighbourhood of C, at every point of (A) \ supp âv and at each point of
(A) \ h(I1) anyway. Because A is semisimple and regular and
(A) = C ∪ ((A) \ supp âv)∪ ((A) \ h(In1 )),
the local membership principle ensures that x ∈ In.1
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anvnwn ∈ (J1 ∩ j (E2))n ⊆ (J1 ∩ J2)n = In ⊆ In1 .
It follows that anvn ∈ In1 and this proves that anu ∈ In1 , as was to be shown. 
2. Unions and intersections of weak spectral sets and weak Ditkin sets and estimates for
the values of ξ and η
Let A be a semisimple and regular commutative Banach algebra and let E and F be closed
subsets of (A). We first show that imposing appropriate conditions on E∪F and E∩F entails
E to be a weak spectral set or weak Ditkin sets and leads to estimates for ξ(E) and η(E).
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a semisimple and regular commutative Banach algebra. Let E and F be
closed subsets of (A) such that E ∪ F is a weak Ditkin set. If there exists a weak Ditkin set D
such that ∂(E)∩ F ⊆ D ⊆ E, then E is a weak Ditkin set and
η(E) η(D)η(E ∪ F).
Proof. Let n = η(D) and m = η(E ∪F) and let a ∈ k(E) ⊆ k(D). Since D is a weak Ditkin set
and j (D) ⊆ j (∂(E) ∩ F), given  > 0 there exists u ∈ j (∂(E) ∩ F) such that ‖an − anu‖ .
Let
C = F ∩ supp âu = F ∩ supp ânu.
Then C is compact and C ∩ E = ∅. In fact, C ∩ ∂(E) = ∅ since û vanishes in a neighbourhood
of ∂(E) ∩ F and E◦ ∩ supp âu = ∅ as a ∈ k(E). Hence there exists v ∈ j (E) such that v̂ = 1
on C. Now consider the element x = anu − anuv of A. Since x̂ vanishes on E, on C and on
(A) \ supp âu, we have x ∈ k(E ∪ F) and therefore xm ∈ xmj (E ∪ F).
On the other hand, since v ∈ j (E),
xm = (anu− anuv)m
= anmum + anmum
m−1∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
(−1)m−kvm−k
= anmum + anmw,
where w = um∑m−1k=0 (mk )(−1)m−kvm−k ∈ j (E). By the same formula,
xm ∈ (anm(um + umw))j (E ∪ F) ⊆ anmj (E).
This implies that
(
anu
)m ∈ anmj (E).
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for all a ∈ k(E), it follows that η(E) nm, thus verifying the stated bound. 
The preceding theorem generalizes Theorems 1 and 1′ of [23], where the corresponding result
was obtained for Ditkin sets.
Corollary 2.2. Let F be a closed subset of (A) and E a closed subset of F . Suppose that
∂F (E), the relative boundary of E as a subset of F , is a weak Ditkin set. If F is a weak Ditkin
set, then E is a weak Ditkin set and
η(E) η(F )η
(
∂F (E)
)
.
In particular, if ∂(E) is a weak Ditkin set, then E is a weak Ditkin set and η(E) η(∂(E)).
Proof. For the first statement, apply Theorem 2.1(i) with F \E in place of F . Then E ∩ F =
∂F (E) and hence η(E) η(F )η(∂F (E)). In particular, if F = (A), then the second assertion
follows. 
Corollary 2.3. Let A be a semisimple and regular commutative Banach algebra such that ∅ is a
weak Ditkin set. Let E1, . . . ,En be closed subsets of (A) and suppose that Ei ∩ Ej is a weak
Ditkin set for all pairs (i, j) with i = j . Then E =⋃nj=1 Ej is a weak Ditkin set (if and) only if
all Ej are weak Ditkin sets, and in this case
η(Ej ) η(∅)η(E) · max
{
η(Ej ∩Ei): 1 i  n, i = j
}
for each j = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Suppose that E =⋃nj=1 Ej is a weak Ditkin set and fix j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In Theorem 2.1(i),
take E = Ej and F =⋃{Ei : 1 i  n, i = j}. Then E ∩ F =⋃{Ej ∩ Ei : 1 i  n, i = j}
is a weak Ditkin set and
η(E ∩ F) η(∅) · max{η(Ej ∩Ei): 1 i  n, i = j}
[8, Proposition 1.5]. It follows that Ej is a weak Ditkin set and
η(Ej ) η(∅)η(E) · max
{
η(Ej ∩Ei): 1 i  n, i = j
}
.
To finish the proof, we only have to recall that a finite union of weak Ditkin sets is a weak Ditkin
set. 
Warner [24, Theorem 2.3] has shown that if E1 ∪E2 and E1 ∩E2 are both weak spectral sets,
then for i = 1,2, Ei is a weak spectral set and
ξ(Ei) ξ(E1 ∪E2)
[
1 + ξ(E1 ∩E2)
]
.
In the next theorem we give, under somewhat different conditions on E1 and E2, upper bounds
for ξ(Ei) which in most cases are considerably better.
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E2 be closed subsets of (A) such that E1 ∪E2 is a weak spectral set. Suppose that there exists
a weak Ditkin set D1 such that ∂(E1)∩E2 ⊆ D1 ⊆ E1. Then E1 is a weak spectral set and
ξ(E1)max
{
ξ(E1 ∪E2), η(D1)
}
.
Proof. Let E = E1 ∪E2 and n = max{ξ(E), η(D1)}. Observe first that, since n ξ(E),(
k(E1)∩ k(E2)
)n = k(E)n = j (E) = j (E)n.
We now apply Lemma 1.4(i) with I = j (E) and Ji = k(Ei), i = 1,2. Since n η(D1), it follows
that
k(E1)
n ⊆ j (E)n + j (E1) = j (E1).
This shows that E1 is a weak spectral set and ξ(E1) n. 
In particular, if E1 ∪ E2 is a set of synthesis and D1 and D2 are Ditkin sets, then E1 and E2
are sets of synthesis, as was earlier shown in [13, Theorem 6].
Corollary 2.5. Let F be a closed subset of (A) and E a closed subset of F . Suppose that
∂F (E), the relative boundary of E as a subset of F , is a weak Ditkin set. If F is a weak spectral
set, then E is a weak spectral set and
ξ(E)max
{
ξ(F ), η
(
∂F (E)
)}
.
Proof. The statement simply follows by taking E1 = E, E2 = F \E and F2 = E1 ∩E2 in The-
orem 2.4(ii). 
Corollary 2.6. Let A be a regular and semisimple commutative Banach algebra satisfying the
weak Ditkin condition at infinity. Let E1,E2, . . . be closed subsets of (A) such that Ei ∩Ej is
a weak Ditkin set for all i, j with i = j . Moreover, suppose that E =⋃∞i=1 Ei and all the sets
Fj =⋃∞i=1,i =j Ei , j ∈ N, are closed in (A). If E is a weak spectral set and
n = sup{η(Ei ∩Ej): i, j ∈ N, i = j}< ∞,
then each Ej is a weak spectral set and ξ(Ej )max{nη(∅), ξ(E)}.
Proof. Fix j ∈ N. Then E = Ej ∪ Fj , and Ej ∩ Fj =⋃∞i=1,i =j (Ej ∩ Ei) is a weak Ditkin set
and η(Ej ∩Fj ) nη(∅) [8, Proposition 1.5]. Theorem 2.4 now yields that Ej is a weak spectral
set and
ξ(Ej )max
{
ξ(E), η(Ej ∩ Fj )
}
max
{
nη(∅), ξ(E)}. 
It is not known whether the intersection of two weak spectral sets is a weak spectral set. In the
next theorem we present sufficient conditions for this to be true. Statement (ii) has been shown
in [14, Corollary 3.13] in the context of Fourier algebras.
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weak Ditkin condition at infinity. Suppose that E, F and D are closed subsets of (A) such that
E and F are weak spectral sets and
∂(E)∩ ∂(F ) ⊆ D ⊆ E ∩ F.
(i) If D is a weak Ditkin set, then E ∩ F is a weak spectral set and
ξ(E ∩ F)max{η(∅)η(D), ξ(E), ξ(F )}.
(ii) If D is a weak spectral set, then E ∩ F is a weak spectral set and
ξ(E ∩ F) η(∅)ξ(D)+ max{ξ(E), ξ(F ), η(∅)}.
Proof. To a large extent, the two assertions allow a simultaneous approach. Let I = j (E ∩ F)
and put
m = η(∅), p = ξ(E), q = ξ(F ) and r = max{p,q}.
Let a ∈ k(E ∩ F) and  > 0 be given. There exists u ∈ j (∅) such that ‖am − amu‖  . Then
amu belongs locally to I at each point of (A) \ h(I) and of (E ∩ F)◦ and also at infinity since
û has compact support. Thus

(
amu, I
)⊆ ∂(E ∩ F) ⊆ (∂(E)∩ F )∪ (E ∩ ∂(F )).
Let b = amu. Since k(E ∩ F) ⊆ k(D), there exists
v ∈ j (D) ⊆ j(∂(E)∩ ∂(F ))
such that ‖bη(D)v − bη(D)‖   if η(D) < ∞, and ‖bξ(D) − v‖  /‖b‖ and hence
‖bξ(D)+1 − bv‖  if ξ(D) < ∞. Then bv belongs locally to I at infinity and at each
ϕ ∈ ((A) \ (E ∩ F))∪ (E ∩ F)◦ ∪ (∂(E)∩ ∂(F )).
The remaining elements of (A) to be considered are those of
(
∂(E)∩ F ◦)∪ (E◦ ∩ ∂(F )).
Fix ϕ ∈ ∂(E)∩ F ◦ and choose an open subset W of (A) with ϕ ∈ W ⊆ F . Since A is normal,
there exists w ∈ A such that ŵ = 1 in a neighbourhood of ϕ and supp ŵ ⊆ W . Then aw ∈ k(E)
since a ∈ k(E∩F) and w ∈ k((A)\F). By hypothesis, E is a weak spectral set with ξ(E) = p.
Thus (aw)p ∈ j (E) ⊆ I . Now âpw = âp in a neighbourhood of ϕ, so that ap belongs locally
to I at ϕ. Similarly, since F is a weak spectral set with ξ(F ) = q , it is shown that aq belongs
locally to I at each ψ ∈ ∂(F )∩E◦.
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arunv = (bnv)ar−mn = ap(ar−punv)= aq(ar−qunv)
of A belongs locally to I at every point of (A) and at infinity. The local membership principle
yields that arunv ∈ I . We now have
∥∥anm − anmun∥∥ ∥∥am − amu∥∥ · n−1∑
i=1
(
n− 1
i
)∥∥am∥∥i∥∥amu∥∥n−1−i
 
(∥∥am∥∥+ ∥∥amu∥∥)n−1
 
(
2
∥∥am∥∥+ )n−1,
and therefore ∥∥ar − arunv∥∥ ∥∥ar−mn(amn − amnun)∥∥+ ∥∥ar−mn(bn − bnv)∥∥
  · ∥∥ar−mn∥∥((2∥∥amn∥∥+ )n−1 + 1).
Since arunv ∈ I and  > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that ar ∈ I . This finishes the proof of (i).
Finally, assume that ξ(D) < ∞ and put
n = ξ(D), s = max{p,q,m} and r = mn+ s.
Then the element
asuv = (bv)as−m = ap(as−puv)= aq(as−quv)
belongs locally to I at each point of (A) and at infinity and hence is in I . Now∥∥ar − asuv∥∥ ‖a‖s−m(∥∥am(n+1) − (amu)n+1∥∥+ ∥∥bn+1 − bv∥∥)
and therefore, using standard estimates as above and the facts that ‖am − amu‖   and
‖bn+1 − bv‖  , it follows that ‖ar − asuv‖  c ·  for some constant c which does not de-
pend on . Thus (ii) holds. 
As mentioned earlier, the union of two weak spectral sets E1 and E2 is a weak spectral set
and ξ(E1 ∪E2) ξ(E1)+ ξ(E2). Imposing some condition on boundaries, a much better bound
for ξ(E1 ∪E2) can be obtained. The following theorem improves Theorem 2.3 of [14], which in
turn extends a result of [20].
Theorem 2.8. Let E1 and E2 be closed subsets of (A) and suppose that there exists a weak
Ditkin set D such that
∂(E1)∩ ∂(E2)∩ ∂(E1 ∪E2) ⊆ D ⊆ E1 ∪E2.
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ξ(E1 ∪E2) η(D) · max
{
ξ(E1), ξ(E2)
}
.
Proof. Let n = η(D) and m = max{ξ(E1), ξ(E2)}. Then
k(E1 ∪E2)m =
(
k(E1)∩ k(E2)
)m ⊆ j (E1)∩ j (E2),
and, applying Lemma 1.3 with I = j (E1 ∪E2) and Ii = I + j (Ei) = j (Ei), i = 1,2, we con-
clude that
k(E1 ∪E2)mn ⊆
(
j (E1)∩ j (E2)
)n ⊆ j (E1 ∪E2)n = j (E1 ∪E2).
This shows that ξ(E1 ∪E2) η(D) · max{ξ(E1), ξ(E2)}. 
Corollary 2.9. Let E1 and E2 be weak spectral sets and suppose that ∅ is a weak Ditkin set and
that there are weak Ditkin sets D1 and D2 such that
∂(E1)∩E2 ⊆ D1 ⊆ E1 and ∂(E2)∩E1 ⊆ D2 ⊆ E2.
Then the weak spectral set E1 ∪E2 satisfies
ξ(E1 ∪E2) η(∅) · max
{
η(D1), η(D2)
} · max{ξ(E1), ξ(E2)}.
Proof. Let D = D1 ∪D2. Then
∂(E1)∩ ∂(E2)∩ ∂(E1 ∪E2) ⊆
(
∂(E1)∩E2
)∪ (∂(E2)∩E1)
⊆ D ⊆ E1 ∪E2
and D is a weak Ditkin set with
η(D) η(∅) · max{η(D1), η(D2)}.
Since, by Theorem 2.8,
ξ(E1 ∪E2) η(D) · max
{
ξ(E1), ξ(E2)
}
,
the statement follows. 
Corollary 2.10. Let a ∈ A and let E and F be closed subsets of (A) such that h(a) = E ∪ F .
Suppose that E and F are weak spectral sets and E ∩ F is weak Ditkin set, and let
n = η(E ∩ F) · max{ξ(E), ξ(F )}.
Then an ∈ amj (E) for each m ∈ N.
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h(a), we have j (h(a)) ⊆ amj (E). On the other hand, by the definition of n and Theorem 2.8,
k(h(a))n = j (h(a)). This implies that an ∈ j (h(a)) ⊆ amj (E). 
A closed countable union of weak Ditkin sets is a weak Ditkin set provided that their η-values
are bounded and ∅ is a weak Ditkin set [8, Proposition 1.5]. Here is a result for infinite unions of
weak spectral sets.
Theorem 2.11. Let A be a regular and semisimple commutative Banach algebra and let
E1,E2, . . . be closed subsets of (A) such that E =⋃∞i=1 Ei is closed in (A). Suppose that
the following two conditions are satisfied.
(1) Ej is a weak spectral set for every j ∈ N and sup{ξ(Ej ): j ∈ N} < ∞.
(2) For each j ∈ N, there exists a weak Ditkin set Dj such that
∂(Ej )∩
∞⋃
i=1,i =j
Ei ⊆ Dj ⊆ Ej ,
and that η(Dj ) = 1 for all but finitely many j .
Then E is a weak spectral set and
ξ(E) sup
{
ξ(Ej ): j ∈ N
} · ∞∏
j=1
η(Dj ).
Proof. Let n = sup{ξ(Ei): i ∈ N}, m = ∏∞i=1 η(Di) and r = mn. Choose D = Dk with
η(Dk) = 1. Then
∞⋂
i=1
∂E(Ei) ⊆
∞⋂
i=1
∂(Ei) ⊆ ∂(Ek)∩
∞⋃
i=1,i =k
Ei ⊆ Dk = D.
Let a ∈ k(E) with ‖a‖ = 1 and  > 0 be given. There exists u ∈ A such that û has compact
support, û vanishes in a neighbourhood of D and ‖au−a‖ . Since E∩ supp û is compact and
E ∩ supp û ⊆ E \
∞⋂
i=1
∂E(Ei) ⊆
∞⋃
i=1
(
Ei \ ∂E(Ei)
)
,
we find N ∈ N such that
E ∩ supp û ⊆
N⋃
i=1
(
Ei \ ∂E(Ei)
)⊆ N⋃
i=1
Ei.
We now estimate ξ(
⋃∞
Ei).i=1
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∂(Ej )∩ ∂
(
N⋃
i=j+1
Ei
)
∩ ∂
(
N⋃
i=1
Ei
)
⊆ ∂(Ej )∩
⋃
i =j
Ei ⊆ Dj ⊆
N⋃
i=j
Ei,
and therefore we can apply Theorem 2.8 with Ej and
⋃N
i=j+1 Ei in place of E1 and E2, respec-
tively. It follows that
ξ
(
N⋃
i=j
Ei
)
 η(Dj ) · max
{
ξ(Ej ), ξ
(
N⋃
i=j+1
Ei
)}
.
Using this estimate successively for j = 1, . . . ,N − 1 yields that
ξ
(
N⋃
j=1
Ej
)

N−1∏
j=1
η(Dj ) · sup
{
ξ(Ej ): 1 j N
}
mn.
Hence there exists v ∈ j (⋃Ni=1 Ei) such that ‖ar − v‖  /‖u‖. Then ûv has compact support
and vanishes on (A) \ supp û and in a neighbourhood of E ∩ supp û. Thus uv ∈ j (E) and
∥∥ar − uv∥∥ ∥∥ar−1∥∥ · ‖a − au‖ + ∥∥aru− uv∥∥ 2.
Since  > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that a ∈ j (E), and since this holds for all a ∈ k(E) with
‖a‖ = 1, it follows that k(E)r ⊆ j (E). 
Assume that in Theorem 2.11, Fj = ⋃∞i=1,i =j Ei is closed in (A) for every j and that
Ej ∩Ei is a Ditkin set for every i = j . Then
Dj = Ej ∩ Fj =
⋃
i =j
(Ej ∩Ei)
is a Ditkin set satisfying ∂(Ej ) ∩ Fj ⊆ Dj ⊆ Ej . So E =⋃∞j=1 Ej is a Ditkin set. Moreover,
it is evident that we could allow for a possibly uncountable family of sets Ei provided that
∅ is a Ditkin set and Ej ∩ Ei = ∅, i = j , except for countably many i, j . Thus we obtain a
generalization of the ‘if’-part of [13, Theorem 9]. An analogous remark concerns Corollary 2.6
and the ‘only if’-part of [13, Theorem 9].
Remark 2.12. Let M be the so-called Mirkil algebra, which was introduced in [12] and later
studied in [1,15] (see also [8, Example 1.3] and the exposition in [5]). (M) can be naturally
identified with Z, but nevertheless spectral synthesis fails for M and the union of two sets of
synthesis need not be a set of synthesis. However, weak spectral synthesis holds for M . More
precisely, η(E) 2 for every subset E of Z, ξ(4Z) = ξ(4Z + 2) = 1 and ξ(2Z) = 2. It follows
from Theorem 2.8 that η(D) = 2 for every subset D of 2Z.
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For n ∈ N, let Cn[0,1] be the algebra of all n-times continuously differentiable complex-
valued functions on the interval [0,1]. Equipped with the norm ‖f ‖ = ∑nj=1 1j ! ‖f (j)‖∞,
Cn[0,1] is a semisimple commutative Banach algebra, the structure space of which can be canon-
ically identified with [0,1] in the sense that the map t → ϕt , where ϕt (f ) = f (t) for f ∈ Cn[0,1]
and t ∈ [0,1], is a homeomorphism between [0,1] and (Cn[0,1]). For any closed subset E of
[0,1],
j (E) = {f ∈ Cn[0,1]: f (j)(t) = 0 for all t ∈ E and j = 0, . . . , n}.
It is known that ξ(E) n+ 1 and that ξ(t) = n+ 1 for each t ∈ [0,1] (see [7, Example 2.4(i)]).
The purpose of the next theorem is to determine ξ(E) and η(E) for any closed subset E of [0,1].
Theorem 3.1. Let n ∈ N and let E be a closed subset of [0,1] = (Cn[0,1]).
(i) If E has no isolated points, then ξ(E) = η(E) = 1.
(ii) If E has an isolated point, then ξ(E) = η(E) = n+ 1.
Proof. Suppose first that E has no isolated points and let f ∈ k(E). Since for each t ∈ E there
exists a sequence (tn)n in E \ {t} converging to t , a straightforward induction argument shows
that f (j)(t) = 0 for all 1 j  n and t ∈ E. This shows that f ∈ j (E).
Next, let E have an isolated point t and apply Theorem 2.4 with E2 = {t}, E1 = E \ {t} and
D1 = ∅. It follows that
n+ 1 ξ(E2)max
{
ξ(E), η(F )
}= ξ(E).
Therefore ξ(E) = n+ 1, and since ξ(F ) n+ 1 for every closed subset F of [0,1], Lemma 1.1
implies that also η(E) = n+ 1.
It remains to determine η(E) when E has no isolated points. Since we already know that
then E is a set of synthesis, it suffices to show that given f ∈ j (E) and  > 0, there exists
g ∈ j (E) such that ‖fg − f ‖ c for some constant c which does not depend on . For that, it
is enough to prove that ‖(fg)(n) − f (n)‖∞  . Indeed, for any fixed t0 ∈ E, arbitrary t ∈ [0,1]
and 0 j  n− 1, we have
∣∣(fg)(j)(t)− f (j)(t)∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
t0
(fg)(j+1)(s) ds −
t∫
t0
f (j+1)(s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣

∥∥(fg)(j+1) − f (j+1)∥∥∞.
It follows from this by induction that ‖fg − f ‖ (n+ 1)‖(fg)(n) − f (n)‖∞.
Since f (n) = 0 on E and f (n) is uniformly continuous, we find ρ > 0 such that |f (n)(t)| 
for all t ∈ [0,1] with d(t,E) = min{|t − s|: s ∈ E}  ρ. Fix such a t and let t0 ∈ E with
|t − t0| ρ. Then, for any 1 j  n− 1,
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∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
t0
f (j+1)(s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣
 sup
{∣∣f (j+1)(s)∣∣: s ∈ [0,1], d(s,E) ρ}.
Induction yields that∣∣f (j)(t)∣∣ |t − t0|n−j sup{∣∣f (n)(s)∣∣: s ∈ [0,1], d(s,E) ρ}.
To start the construction of g, we first consider an interval [a, b] with the property that a, b ∈ E,
a < b and ]a, b[ ∩ E = ∅. We choose δ > 0 such that δ min{ρ2 , b−a6 }. For t ∈ [a, a + 2δ] and
t ∈ [b − 2δ, b], taking t0 = a and t0 = b, respectively, we then get∣∣f (j)(t)∣∣ (2δ)n−j .
We now define a function h on [a, b] by setting h(t) = 1 for a + 2δ  t  b − 2δ,
h(t) =
⎧⎨⎩
(t−a)n+1
2δn+1 for a  t  a + δ,
1 − (a+2δ−t)n+12δn+1 for a + δ  t  a + 2δ,
and
h(t) =
⎧⎨⎩1 −
(t−a−4δ)n+1
2δn+1 for b − 2δ  t  b − δ,
(b−t)n+1
2δn+1 for b − δ  t  b.
Clearly, h is n-times continuously differentiable and satisfies h(j)(a) = h(j)(b) = 0 for 0 j  n
and h(j)(t) = 0 for j  1 and a + 2δ  t  b − 2δ.
For 0 j  n and a  t  a + δ we have
∣∣h(j)(t)∣∣= (n+ 1) . . . (n+ 1 − j)
2δn+1
(t − a)n+1−j  (n+ 1)!
2δj
.
Similarly, by the definition of h the same estimate follows for t in any one of the intervals
[a + δ, a + 2δ], [b − 2δ, b − δ] and [b − δ, b].
Since, for t ∈ [a, b],
(f h)(n)(t)− f (n)(t) =
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
f (j)(t)h(n−j)(t)− f (n)(t)
= f (n)(t)(h(t)− 1)+ n−1∑(n
j
)
f (j)(t)h(n−j)(t),j=0
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∣∣(f h)(n)(t)− f (n)(t)∣∣ ∣∣f (n)(t)∣∣ · ∣∣h(t)− 1∣∣+ n−1∑
j=0
(
n
j
)∣∣f (j)(t)h(n−j)(t)∣∣
  + (n+ 1)!
n−1∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
(2δ)n−j 1
2δn−j
 
(
1 + (n+ 1)!
n−1∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
2n−j−1
)
 3n(n+ 1)!,
for t ∈ [a, a + 2δ] ∪ [b − 2δ, b].
The function g ∈ j (E) we are searching for can now be defined as follows. We put g(t) = 0
for t ∈ E. If t ∈ [0,1] \ E, then there exist a, b ∈ E with a < t < b and ]a, b[ ∩ E = ∅. It is
easily verified that such an interval is uniquely determined. In particular, in this sense [a, b] does
not only serve for t , but also for all s ∈ ]a, b[. We set g(s) = h(s) for s ∈ [a, b], where h is the
function on [a, b] constructed above. Then g is consistently defined on all of [0,1] and satisfies
g ∈ j (E) and
∥∥(fg)(n) − f (n)∥∥∞  3n(n+ 1)!.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 3.2. Consider Cn[0,1], and let E = [0,1/2] and F = [1/2,1]. Then ∂(E) ∩ ∂(F ) =
{1/2} = E ∩ F and in Theorem 2.7 we have to take D = {1/2}. Since ξ(E) = ξ(F ) = η(∅) = 1
and ξ(E ∩F) = η(D) = n+ 1, we have equality in Theorem 2.7(i). On the other hand, taking E
as before and F = E ∪ {1}, we get ξ(E ∩ F) = 1, whereas for any choice of Ditkin set D with
∂(E)∩ ∂(F ) = {1/2} ⊆ D ⊆ E ∩ F = [0,1/2] we have max{η(∅)η(D), ξ(E), ξ(F )} n+ 1.
4. Projective tensor products
Let A and B be commutative Banach algebras. It is well known that the structure space of
the projective tensor product A ⊗̂ B can be naturally identified with the topological product
(A)×(B). More precisely, given ϕ ∈ (A) and ψ ∈ (B), there is a unique homomorphism
ϕ ⊗̂ψ : A ⊗̂B → C such that (ϕ ⊗̂ψ)(a ⊗ b) = ϕ(a)ψ(b) for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B , and the map
(ϕ,ψ) → ϕ ⊗̂ψ is a homeomorphism from (A)×(B) onto (A⊗̂B) (see [9, Section 2.11]).
Note that semisimplicity of A ⊗̂B implies that A and B are semisimple, but the converse is not
true in general [11].
Weak spectral synthesis for projective tensor products was studied in [7]. However, the proof
of Lemma 1.3 of [7] contains a serious mistake and consequently some of the results of [7],
notably Theorems 1.6 and 2.2, are questionable. Therefore, Theorem 4.3 below does not follow
from [7].
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and let F be a closed subset of (B) and ϕ ∈ (A). Then
(i) k({ϕ} × F) = k(ϕ) ⊗̂B +A ⊗̂ k(F ).
(ii) ξ({ϕ} × F) ξ(ϕ)+ ξ(F )− 1.
(iii) If {ϕ} is open in (A), then ξ({ϕ} × F) = ξ(F ).
Proof. (i) and (ii) have been shown in Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 of [8], respectively.
(iii) Let x ∈ k({ϕ} × F). Then, by (i), x = y + z, where z ∈ A ⊗̂ k(F ) and
y ∈ k(ϕ) ⊗̂B ⊆ k({ϕ} ×(B))= j({ϕ} ×(B)),
where the last equality holds since {ϕ} is open in (A). Note that h(j (ϕ) ⊗̂ B) = {ϕ} × (B)
and that j ({ϕ}×(B)) is the smallest ideal of A ⊗̂B with hull equal to {ϕ}×(B). Therefore,
j ({ϕ} ×(B)) ⊆ j (ϕ) ⊗̂B . With m = ξ(F ), it then follows that
xm =
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
yizm−i ∈ zm + j({ϕ} ×(B))
⊆ (A ⊗̂ k(F ))m + j({ϕ} ×(B))
⊆ A ⊗̂ j (F )+ j (ϕ) ⊗̂B,
which, by [7, Lemma 1.5], is contained in j ({ϕ} × F) since A and B are Tauberian. Thus
ξ({ϕ} × F) ξ(F ).
Conversely, let m = ξ({ϕ} ×F) and b ∈ k(F ). Since {ϕ} is open in (A), A is the direct sum
of ideals A = k(ϕ)⊕ Ce, where e ∈ A is such that ϕ(e) = 1. There exist yi ∈ j ({ϕ} ×F), i ∈ N,
such that e ⊗ bm = (e ⊗ b)m = limi→∞ yi. Let hϕ : A ⊗̂ B → B be the unique homomorphism
satisfying hϕ(a ⊗ b) = ϕ(a)b for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B . Then hϕ(yi) ∈ j (F ) [7, Lemma 1.1] and
hϕ(yi) → hϕ((e ⊗ b)m) = bm. This shows that ξ(F )m. 
In [16] a regular and semisimple commutative Banach algebra A was defined to be weakly
Tauberian if there exists n ∈ N with the following property: For any finitely many a1, . . . , an ∈ A
and  > 0, there exists u ∈ A such that û has compact support and ‖a1a2 . . . an − u‖ . Since
A is commutative, this condition is satisfied whenever for any a ∈ A, an can be approximated by
such elements u. So A is weakly Tauberian precisely when ξ(∅) < ∞.
In the sequel we will have to consider ∅ as a subset of all three spaces (A), (B) and
(A ⊗̂B). For clarity, we therefore write ξA(∅) and ηA(∅) if ∅ ⊆ (A) etc.
Proposition 4.2. Let A and B be regular commutative Banach algebras such that A ⊗̂ B is
semisimple. Then
(i) ξA⊗̂B(∅) = max{ξA(∅), ξB(∅)}.
(ii) ηA⊗̂B(∅) = max{ηA(∅), ηB(∅)}.
Proof. Let C = A ⊗̂B .
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ψ(b) = 1, and let hψ : C → A be the homomorphism such that hψ(a⊗y) = ψ(y)a for all a ∈ A
and y ∈ B . Then ‖hψ‖ 1. Let a1, . . . , an ∈ A and  > 0 be given. Then there exists u ∈ A ⊗̂B
such that û has compact support and ‖∏nj=1(aj ⊗ b)− u‖ . It follows that∥∥∥∥∥
n∏
j=1
aj − hψ(u)
∥∥∥∥∥=
∥∥∥∥∥hψ
(
n∏
j=1
(aj ⊗ b)
)
− hψ(u)
∥∥∥∥∥
∥∥∥∥∥
n∏
j=1
(aj ⊗ b)− u
∥∥∥∥∥ .
Moreover, ĥψ (u) has compact support. Indeed, if u =∑∞i=1 vi ⊗ wi , vi ∈ A, wi ∈ B , then for
any ϕ ∈ (A),
ĥψ (u)(ϕ) =
∞∑
i=1
v̂i (ϕ)ŵi(ψ) = û(ϕ ×ψ)
and hence ĥψ (u) has compact support since û does so. This proves that n ξA(∅).
Conversely, let n = max{ξA(∅), ξB(∅)} and let z ∈ A ⊗̂ B and  > 0 be given. Since A ⊗ B
is dense in A ⊗̂ B , we can assume that z is of the form z =∑Nj=1 aj ⊗ bj , aj ∈ A, bj ∈ B .
Let α = max{‖aj‖: 1 j N} and β = max{‖bj‖: 1 j N}, and set J = {1, . . . ,N}n. For
j = (j1, . . . , jn) ∈ J , let xj =∏ni=1 aji ∈ A and yj =∏ni=1 bji ∈ B . By hypothesis, for each
j ∈ J there exist uj ∈ A and vj ∈ B such that ûj and v̂j have compact support and
‖xj − uj‖ 
βNn
and ‖yj − vj‖ 
αNn
.
Let w =∑j∈J uj ⊗ vj . It follows then that
∥∥zn −w∥∥∑
j∈J
‖xj ⊗ yj − uj ⊗ vj‖

∑
j∈J
‖xj − uj‖ · ‖yj‖ +
∑
j∈J
‖uj‖ · ‖yj − vj‖
 β
∑
j∈J
‖xj − uj‖ +
(
α + 
βNn
)∑
j∈J
‖yj − vj‖
 2.
Since  > 0 was arbitrary, this shows that n ξC(∅).
(ii) Notice first that
jA(∅) ⊗̂ jB(∅) = jC(∅).
Indeed, jA(∅)⊗jB(∅) ⊆ jC(∅), the hull of the ideal on the left equals ∅ and jC(∅) is the smallest
ideal of C with hull ∅. For all a ∈ A and b ∈ B and n ∈ N this implies
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(
an ⊗ bn)(jA(∅) ⊗̂ jB(∅))
= anjA(∅) ⊗̂ bnjB(∅)
= anjA(∅) ⊗̂ bnjB(∅).
If now n = max{ηA(∅), ηB(∅)}, then (a ⊗ b)n ∈ (a ⊗ b)njC(∅) for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B and
hence n  ηC(∅). Conversely, taking n = ηC(∅), it follows that an ⊗ bn ∈ anjA(∅) ⊗̂ jB(∅)
and therefore an ∈ anjA(∅) for all a ∈ A and bn ∈ bnjB(∅) for all b ∈ B . Thus n  ηA(∅) and
n ηB(∅). 
Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2, combined with results of Section 2, now lead to the following
theorem which admits an application to Fourier algebras of locally compact groups.
Theorem 4.3. Let A and B be regular and Tauberian commutative Banach algebras such that
A ⊗̂ B is semisimple. Suppose that (A) is discrete and that both A and B satisfy the weak
Ditkin condition at infinity. Let F ⊆ (B) be a weak spectral set and let E ⊆ (A). Then E×F
is a weak spectral set for A ⊗̂B and
1
max{ηA(∅), ηB(∅)} 
ξ(E × F)
ξ(F )
max
{
ηA(∅), ηB(∅)
}
.
Proof. Since E × F =⋃ϕ∈E({ϕ} × F), Theorem 2.11, Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 imply
that
ξ(E × F) ηA⊗̂B(∅) · sup
ϕ∈E
ξ
({ϕ} × F )
= ξ(F ) · ηA⊗̂B(∅)
= ξ(F ) · max{ηA(∅), ηB(∅)}.
On the other hand, applying Theorem 2.1 with {ϕ} ×E and (E \ {ϕ})× F in place of E and F ,
respectively,
ξ(E × F) ξ({ϕ} × F)
ηA⊗̂B(∅)
= ξ(F )
max{ηA(∅), ηB(∅)} .
This completes the proof. 
For a locally compact group G, let A(G) denote the Fourier algebra of G as introduced and
studied extensively by Eymard [6]. A(G) is a regular and semisimple commutative Banach al-
gebra whose spectrum can be identified with G. In fact, the map t → ϕt , where ϕt (u) = u(t) for
u ∈ A(G), is a homeomorphism from G onto (A(G)) [6, Théorème 3.34]. Recall that when G
is abelian, A(G) is isometrically isomorphic (by means of the Fourier transform) to L1(Ĝ), the
L1-algebra of the dual group Ĝ of G.
It was shown in [16, Theorem 3.1] that weak spectral synthesis fails in A(G) for every nondis-
crete locally compact abelian group G. Alternatively, this also follows from the existence of
Helson sets which are not sets of synthesis and the fact that for such a set E, k(E)/j (E) is
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proved in [8, Theorem 4.3] (and independently by Parthasarathy and Prakash, as communicated
by them) that weak spectral synthesis fails for A(G) when G is an arbitrary nondiscrete locally
compact group. It is worth noting in this context that weak spectral synthesis and so-called local
spectral synthesis for A(G) are both equivalent to discreteness of G and that spectral synthesis
holds for A(G) if and only if G is discrete and u ∈ uA(G) for every u ∈ A(G) (see [10]). We now
apply Theorem 4.3 to study A(G) ⊗̂ A, where A is a semisimple regular commutative Banach
algebra.
Theorem 4.4. Let G be an infinite locally compact group and A a regular and Tauberian
semisimple commutative Banach algebra. Suppose that u ∈ uA(G) for every u ∈ A(G) and that
∅ is a weak Ditkin set for A. Then weak spectral synthesis holds for A(G) ⊗̂ A if and only if G
is discrete and
sup
{
ξ(E): E ⊆ (A) closed}< ∞.
Proof. We first remark that A(G) ⊗̂A is semisimple. To see this, recall that A(G) ⊆ C0(G) and
‖u‖A(G)  ‖u‖∞ for u ∈ A(G) [6]. So A(G) ⊗̂ A ⊆ C0(G) ⊗̂ A and G × (A) identifies with
both (A(G) ⊗̂A) and (C0(G) ⊗̂A) in the same manner. Therefore, A(G) ⊗̂A is semisimple
whenever C0(G)⊗̂A is so. Now C0(X) has the approximation property for every locally compact
Hausdorff space X. In fact, the proof given in [19, Example 4.2] for compact X can easily be
adjusted to work for locally compact X as well. Finally, since C0(X) has the approximation
property, C0(X) ⊗̂A is semisimple (see the proof of [11, Theorem 2]).
If weak spectral synthesis holds for A(G)⊗̂A, then the same is true of A and of A(G) [7, The-
orem 1.2]. As mentioned above, the latter fact forces G to be discrete. Then, since (A(G)) = G
is discrete and infinite and A(G) ⊗̂A is semisimple, Lemma 2.1 of [7] yields that
sup
{
ξ(E): E ⊆ (A) closed}< ∞.
Conversely, let G be discrete and assume that ξ(F )  n < ∞ for every closed subset F of
(A). Let S =⋃x∈G({x} × Fx) be any closed subset of G × (A) = (A(G) ⊗̂ A). Then, by
Theorem 4.3,
ξ(S) sup
x∈G
ξ(Fx) · max
{
ηA(G)(∅), ηA(∅)
}
NηA(∅)
since ηA(G)(∅) = 1 by hypothesis. 
Let now G be a locally compact abelian group and L1(G,A) the convolution Banach algebra
of all A-valued integrable functions on G. Recall that L1(G,A) is isometrically isomorphic
to the projective tensor product L1(G) ⊗̂ A [19, Example 2.19]. The following corollary, of
which assertion (i) was shown in [16, Theorem 3.3] and the ‘only if’ part of (iii) was shown in
[15, Theorem 3.2], is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4.
Corollary 4.5. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let A be a regular and Tauberian
semisimple commutative Banach algebra. Then
544 E. Kaniuth / Journal of Functional Analysis 259 (2010) 524–544(i) ∅ is a weak spectral set for L1(G,A) if and only if ∅ is a weak spectral set for A, and then
ξL1(G,A)(∅) = ξA(∅).
(ii) ∅ is a weak Ditkin set for L1(G,A) if and only if ∅ is a weak Ditkin set for A, and then
ηL1(G,A)(∅) = ηA(∅).
(iii) Suppose that ∅ is a weak Ditkin set for A. Then weak spectral synthesis holds for L1(G,A)
if and only if G is compact and
sup
{
ξ(E): E ⊆ (A) closed}< ∞.
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